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Goals

Demonstrate the value of studying crustal 
rheology – the what and why

Highlight current field-based projects related to 
rheology - the how (three case studies) 

Show some nice photos





Rheology

Most properly, the study of material flow (e.g., 
viscous deformation).

Extended to elasticity, fracturing, plasticity...
Today's context – rock strength.



Primary factors 
affecting strength

Fluid pressure

Strain rate
Rock type/mineralogy
Water content
Temperature

�= stress
strain rate



How do we 
estimate viscosity?
Laboratory measurements 
(mainly monominerallic) 

Geodetics

Numerical modeling

Field relations



Why does rock viscosity matter?

Post-glacial rebound
Orogen topography
Strain partitioning
Fluid flow
Structures and metamorphic patterns



Post-glacial rebound

Daly, 2002



Royden, 1996

Orogen 
topograph

y



Orogen topography

Groome et al., 2008



Strain 
partitioni

ng

Koons et al., 2003



Fluid flow

Upton and Craw, 2008



Structural and metamorphic patterns

Jamieson et al., 2007



Case 1: Hydration weakening



Grenville orogenGrenville orogen

ca. 1 Ga
Himalaya scale
Eroded to depths of 30-50 km

after Culshaw et al, 2004

















Recipe for hydration weakening

Step 1: Start with a dry rock
Step 2: Fracture and intrude pegmatite
Step 3: Hydrate host rock margins
Step 4: Shear
Step 5: Link and widen shear zones

Unknown: how widespread this weakening 
mechanism is



Case 2: Porphyroblast strengthening











~2 cm



Recipe for porphyroblast strengthening

Step 1: Start with a shale
Step 2: Heat and grow porphyroblasts

Unknown: Whether the rock as a whole 
strengthens or whether the temperature 
increase results in an overall weaker rock.



Case 3: Mafic v. felsic

















Mafic v.felsic questions

Are mafic rocks always stronger than felsic rocks?

How does their strength contrast vary with grade?

What controls the strength variation in mafic rocks 
– mineralogy, water, crystal size?



Summary

Rock strength and strength variation explain 
many geodynamic processes and features.  

Field exploration is a necessary tool for refining 
our understanding of crustal rheology.
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